ETHEREUM MINI
(Blockchain-based custody service)

Our Ethereum Mini is a token that can coexist and maintain a
stable price as Ethereum and multiple DeFi coins rise.
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"The development of FinTech is further developing with
encounter of finance and blockchain, and BITCOIN founder
Satoshi Nakamoto saw decentralized finance as the core of
the blockchain. The decentralized finance means
decentralized finance or decentralized financial services.”

ETHEREUM MINI

ABSTRACT

From 2020 to 2021, an unprecedented global pandemic happened due to the COVID-19. The financial market is also in a very
chaotic state with the unprecedented COVID-19 crisis. The global economy has recorded a huge downturn, and as a result, from
the first half of 2020 to the present, the global financial markets are experiencing a back swan phenomenon that will be
recorded in history. Untouchable conditions caused by COVID-19 paralyzes economic activity and inevitably impacts the
economy, which is expected to result in worsening corporate performance, falling growth and deflation. As a result, the
financial sector in each country started to operate various stimulus packages and funds, creating liquidity for financial assets
and consequential problems. On the contrary, the stock market and CRYPTO markets are renewing their all-time high prices
day after day, and huge amounts of money have begun to flock in. Some believe that deflation will adversely affect the
economy, while others see it as an opportunity.

In the meantime, BITCOIN rose as the best asset investment of all time, updating the all-time high prices every day. This clearly
differs from the 2017-2018 situation. The inflow of white assets is being publicized, and it is emerging as the operating value of
assets such as gold. However, unclear fund management using CRYPTO and unstable market prices still poses concerns.
The ETHEREUM MINI platform co-exists with existing DeFi services and other CRYPTO markets, namely ETHEREUM and DeFi
Coins, and ETM targets higher prices with lower issue volumes than ETC (ETHEREUM Classic).

[FIGURE 1: User and ETM TOKEN SWAP]
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ETHEREUM MINI

I.

ETM INFO

1-1. ETM BUSINESS INFO

The fintech is further developing through the encounter with finance and blockchain, and BITCOIN founder Nakamoto Satoshi
viewed decentralized finance as the core of the blockchain. Although the term decentralized finance is a bit unfamiliar, the
services of already digitized assets are deep-rooted in our lives. However, it is the difference between a traditional custody
service in which the subject of operation service provides a centralized service and a decentralized financial service. ETHEREUM
MINI's decentralized finance means decentralized finance or decentralized financial services. MINI service is a financial system
that operates without intermediaries on a network with blockchain technology as the core and can become a new business that
replaces the traditional financial markets such as deposits, loans, exchanges between tokens, and futures.

① PROCEDURE SIMPLIFICATION

Unlike traditional finance, where you have to visit banks and go through a complicated documentary process from
identification, in the ETHEREUM MINI ecosystem, you can use DeFi services right away if you can only use the Internet.
According to statistics, about 1.7 billion adults around the world are unbanked and shall not use financial institutions. There is a
great advantage specially for those who are isolated from the financial system because they can easily access financial services.

② TRANSPARENT CONTRACT PROCEDURE

All of ETHEREUM MINI's financial procedures are done automatically through SMART CONTRACT, so there is no need for
intermediaries. A SMART CONTRACT is a digital electronic contract that allows a contractor to pre-program a pre-arranged

agreement and automatically execute the contract when all of these conditions are met, allowing them to enter into a contract
between individuals (P2P) without a third-party guarantee.

③ GUARANTEED INFORMATION INTEGRITY

Currently, processing for inter-agency transactions is expensive and time-consuming. However, use of the ETHEREUM MINI
blockchain DeFi system allows sharing the necessary data without a complicated process, saving money and time by processing
it immediately without much cost incurred for guaranteeing trust. It immediately detects forgery of transaction details, and all

records are saved. Because it is preserved, it becomes possible to identify the responsible entity.
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I.

ETM INFO

1-2. ETM HOLDER BENEFIT
Ethereum and Ethereum Mini allow you to participate in DeFi and SWAP tokens.

ETM holders create value through:
• Interest accruing within the MINI ecosystem
• Operating optimized mining campaigns across the global ETM mining pool

ETM tokens are designed in detail with various utility functions and constitute the benefits of burning ETM tokens used as
external withdrawal fees.
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I.

ETM INFO

1-3. ETM CUSTODY’S ROLE

Utility/Stable token
(ETM PLATFORM FIAT Role)

Smart Contract
(Contract Role)

ETM Protocol
(Financial Trust Intermediary Role)

Liquidity Platform(Defi / Staking) POO "Connection between consumers and suppliers"

ETM creates a new form of financial services that incorporate traditional finance + DeFi structure

Centralized Fi

+
Decentralized Fi

=
New ETM Fi
Concept of ETM Asset Financial Services
① Provide trust-based service
② Provide independence of ownership to gain trust
③ Implement everything with SMART CONTRACT and protocols,
not where customers or companies play an intermediary role
④ Enhance efficiency to lower transaction costs and increase customer accessibility
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II.

PROBLEM

2-1. TRADITIONAL FINANCIAL MARKET PROBLEMS
Wealth Management, which is used in the Korean financial sector, has recently expanded from the scope of
asset management operations for the wealthy to the middle class. In the Korean financial sector, it is used
within almost every financial sector, including private banking (PB), securities WM, CMA, and insurance
companies, including lifetime asset management. In Korea, the introduction of PB began in the early 1990s. In
the early days, it was a service of wealth management and storage for high -net-worth individuals, and until
2010, most high-net-worth individuals had accumulated wealth due to the increase in the value of the real
estate, so management and recognition of the proportion of this was low.

① PROBLEMS OF ASSET MANAGEMENT

For Korean banks, services for PB are evolving. However, there is no direct linkage of commission income. In the
past, investment advisory has also been specialized and various lifetime asset management services have been
introduced, but it is still at the level of selling funds or banca products. but is being tailored to a method to
prevent the leave of high-net-worth individuals.

② INVESTOR DISTRUST IN THE MARKET

The number of asset managers and fund managers continues to increase, but the fund market has been
declining for years. The proportion of funds to market cap in the stock market is at the lowest level due to the

downward trend of the 2008 global financial crisis and the decline in volatility in the stock market. If the
competitiveness of the Korean market is not raised, the outflow of capital may continue to accelerate due to the
rush to overseas fiancé markets and real estate.

③ LACK OF TRUST

The sluggish economy made it more difficult to predict the future. In recent years, derivative -linked securities
sold by some banks and securities companies have inflicted enormous damage to customers. Customers testified
that the bank did not accurately inform them of possible principal losses. However, both banks and
governments pass responsibility on to customers and do not provide remedies and minimization of damages. In
the end, we concluded that customers were first aware of these problems and dealt with them to minimize the
problem of financial mistrust, which led to the negligence of asset management.
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II.

PROBLEM

2-2. CRYPTO-Based Market Problems

A cryptocurrency that breaks from the centralized structure of the traditional monetary system, the issue of fees, and the global
financial structure, has been developed. However, there are still problems with realistic policies, technologies, and effects to
use them as a replacement for existing currency.

There is still a question of whether the investment of cryptocurrency can be viewed from the same perspective as the
investment in the basic financial market. The fundamental purpose of investment is to accumulate and increase future capital.
Saving money for greater consumption without spending, and any action that falls under this definition is an investment. Risk is

always important consideration in the process of determining the investment of cryptocurrency. If an investment does not
generate new added value with the invested capital, it loses its purpose, and the general expected return and risk tend to be
proportional. Cryptocurrency is similar to the existing financial market in terms of taking the high risk in expectation of high
return, but the inherent value of goods is very uncertain because of the high volatility. It is not in the ecosystem of
cryptocurrency that guarantees this, and the philosophy and technology for de-centralization makes it very sensitive to changes
in demand.

Because of INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO), many people started investing, which was far beyond the legalized boundaries of
traditional IPOs, entailing a much greater risk of failure. Also, because the value of goods is unstable, but there are still no
blockchain companies that have created global services. The government has not been able to present legal restrictions and
directions for cryptocurrency, but it is restricting the fundamental development of blockchain technology by stipulating it as an
act of illegal funding with exchanges and imposing restrictions.

However, governments are gradually moving to reflect legal proposals in the market, including managing assets, imposing
capital gains taxes on transactions, adjusting limits, and allowing only operators who pass system and technical terms under

certain financial information laws.
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III. SOLUTION
3-1. ETM PLATFORM SOLUTION

The definition of an ETM PLATFORM solution means providing services based on cryptocurrency asset financial applications,
With ETM DeFi, customers can own assets and securely store and trade without intervention by central entities. Personal
information is stored distributed in blocks and is more likely to receive rewards for data generation, ensuring ownership of
personal information ownership. The transaction history generated by ETM DeFi remains unchanged and ensures full
ownership of assets, away from the intervention, censorship and manipulation of customer assets by certain central institutions,
such as governments, central banks and large companies. ETM PLATFORM can be free from the risk of a system failure by any
entity. Because DeFi operates the network across multiple nodes, it does not cause network failures due to a single entity’s

defect.

① ETM does not require an intermediary. Customers always have control and management rights over ETM assets and are
provided with more convenience, reduced cost, and access to these products. ETM SMART CONTRACT involve the creation and
execution of contracts. There is no longer a need to process unnecessary documents and verification when using financial
services online or offline.

② The ETM DeFi system is accessible via a network to anyone around the world, and data is stored on thousands of computers
simultaneously. No central authority's permission is required to verify that the transaction record is valid, and network
participants can check the transaction record at any time. In addition, a single entity shall not invalidate a specific transaction
record, and anyone can develop and deploy their desired business through open source.

③ ETM Decentralized Financial Services focuses on building an independent financial service separate from the existing
financial and policy systems. This will enable a much more open financial system than it is now, which can prevent censorship
and discrimination of existing centralized systems, allowing you to interact in a completely new way.
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3-2. WHY, BLOCKCHAIN?
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IV. MARKET SIZE
4-1. GLOBAL DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT MARKET SIZE

FIGURE 3. GLOBAL DIGITAL FINANCIAL MARKET
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4.2 Global Payment Market Status (Decentralization)

FIGURE 4. LOCAL CRYPTOCURRENCY DeFi FINANCIAL MARKET

Among decentralized finance, ‘cryptocurrency collateral loans have recently shown rapid growth. Like home collateral loans,

cryptocurrency collateral loans are to lend cryptocurrency or legal currency, providing cryptocurrency as collateral. Depending
on the platform that provides cryptocurrency collateral loans, various cryptocurrencies from BITCOIN, ETHEREUM, stable coins
can be provided as collateral or be borrowed. According to the ‘Graychain’ report, the average maintenance requirement rate
of collateral is 150%. In other words, if you want to borrow ₩1 million, you have to keep ₩1.5 million worth of assets as
collateral.
According to 'LoanScan', which provides cryptocurrency loan data, the size of cryptocurrency loans made in the last 1 year is
490 million dollars (about ₩600 billion). Of these, the size of cryptocurrency loans executed in July was worth $160 million, an
increase of 40% compared to June. Moreover, the volume of cryptocurrency loans in July reached its maximum. In particular,
from May to July, the size of cryptocurrency loans for the last three months was $230 million, accounting for 38% of the total
loans aggregated in LoanScan since November 2017.
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V.

ETM SERVICE

5-1. ETM SERVICE FLOW

1

3

USER’S ASSET DEPOSIT

ETM DeFi CAMPAIGN

2

ETM DeFi
PARTICIPANT

5

ETM TOKEN SWAP

ASSET BUYBACK
REQUEST

6

RETIRE SWAPED ETM TOKEN

① User remits assets through ETM PLATFORM and SWAP with ETM TOKEN for charging
②, ③, ETM PLATFORM Activation

⑤ Distribute reward to users
⑥ ETM PLATFORM retires the obtained ETM TOKEN
-

ETM Foundation Transparent Business Operations

-

we transparently manage our customers' assets by conducting a consistent retirement policy
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PLATFORM ACTIVATION

ETHEREUM MINI

5-2. ETM INFRA

The ETM DAPP PLATFORM is independent and designed with DAPP and system environment configuration considering the
scalability of each service. On-chain and off-chain link assets with cryptocurrency and provide an API engine for IP resource
transactions and third parties to collaborate. Based on this, assets of various external developers can also be linked within ETM
SERVICE. In conjunction with global Exchanges, it provides a base environment for safe operation of tokens and assets used
within the platform. ETM DAPP will support various escrow policies so that it can be used not only online but also offline, and
through this, users will be able to access DAPP that can be used in practical life as well as functions as digital cryptocurrency.
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VI. ETM TECH
6-1. BLOCKCHAIN

It is a ledger management technology based on distributed computing technology that allows anyone to read transaction results
but does not allow modification by anyone after data being stored in a distributed storage infrastructure. ETM blockchain is a
form of distributed data storage technology in a storage environment, designed to be a list of changes that record constantly
changing data to all participating nodes, making it impossible for operators to arbitrarily manipulate distributed nodes.

Note : <Blockchain structure>
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6-2. ETM = ETHEREUM PLATFORM
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6-3. ETM ARCHITECTURE

PROCESS

CONSENSUS PROTOCALL
DECENTRALIZED LEDGER ETM TOKEN

PROOF-OF-WORK(POW)
DATA

DeFi

STAKING

OTHERS

BLOCK HEADER , DATA BLOCKS

DATA SET , CHAIN

BLOCKCHAIN

HASH , TRANSACTION MODEL
MERKLE TREE , DATA SCOPE
PERMISSIONESS

PERMISSIONED

ON-CHAIN

OFF- CHAIN

NETWORK
PUBLIC CONSORTIUM / COMMUNITY

PROCESSING

STORAGE

MESSAGING

PEER TO PEER(P2P), RELAY NETWORK
NODES , FULL, THIN
CLOUD

ONPREMISE

P2P NODE

LOCAL SERVER

① NETWORK
The ETM protocol layer is organized by the network. The layers and storage layers consist of an integrated blockchain and
define an operating system, such as the operating system that maintains the nodes. The ETM blockchain network provides the
overall network structure or system core environment. The API that can be called is a simple client application and terminal
called QR wallet built on it.

② DATA
It is a layer with some simple functions, including user accounts. It includes the payment service signature verification,
remittance, payment, and balance verification functions, and these functions can be improved to specific specifications if
necessary.

③ PROCESS (CONSENSUS PROTOCOL)
It is a layer established for the existing protocols and systems for trading access, and is designed with node award principles.
Performance in this layer is high and low depending on the network configuration plan, location, and structure.

④ BLOCKCHAIN
This network layer consists of three parts: Peer-to-peer (P2P), operation programming, a signature encrypted with a distributed
algorithm. This layer is most important because it is at the core of these three: consensus algorithms, encrypted signatures and
data storage. The function is located in the performance-based layer of this data storage.
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6-4. ETM DeFi STRUCTURE

ETM aims to improve the convenience of customers and third parties by integrating and removing the complexity of the DeFi
protocol. This structure provides the following advantages for DeFi structure development.

① All DeFi access, such as assembling protocol use cases without deploying SMART CONTRACT, is immediately accessed using
JavaScript.
② Easily develop important functions such as NETWORK RECOVERY and CUSTOM PERMISSION
③ Integrate liquidity between SMART ACCOUNT, PROTOCOL POLICY, and NOTICE to utilize in a cloud environment
④ Automation enables users to delegate DeFi activities, receive rewards, or build new networks
⑤ Since there is no structure in which new SMART CONTRACT is distributed, the risk of attack has been removed and simplified.

ETM transactions developed through this structure have security and stability. By removing the barriers to key technologies,
security, and upgradeability related to ETM DeFi construction, we made the ETM API the most convenient way for mainstream
developers to connect with their system structure. In the future, it will be possible to set specific permissions required for
specific user cases using ETM protocol, and furthermore, it is ETM DeFi STRUCTURE that helps consolidate their independent
asset operating environment.
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6-5. ETM SMART CONTRACT
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6-6. ETM TOKEN ECONOMY

Users can swap to ETM and receive ETH, the capital in the future, but can also operate in the form of tokens, a variety of

financial services, in the future ETM PLATFORM. The ETM platform can also benefit users(ETM REWARD TOKEN), enabling the
platform to drive value gains and effective consumption of assets. From now on, ETM PLATFORM will provide necessary services
and marketing programs for all users, affiliates, and merchants. We provide our own service that allows companies and
affiliates to spend their POOL and points as a consumption venue and a dativized and personalized token economy that
analyzes consumption patterns.

CUSTODY
② OPERATION OF VARIOUS SERVICES
USING ETH

④ ON, OFF CHAIN PROTOCOL
③ CUSTODY DATA UPLOAD

ETM SERVICE

ETM PLATFORM

BLOCKCHAIN
⑤ RETIREMENT OF ALL ETM
RECOVERED

① ETH –> ETM SWAP

⑥ ETM
WITHDRAWAL
REQUEST

USER

ETM AFFILIATED SERVICE PROVIDERS
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VII. ETM DISTRIBUTION

Role of Token

Utility

Token supply

100,000,000

Distributed in the crowvdsale

40,000,000(Retire all remaining q’ty at the end of the sale)

Symbol/Ticker

ETM

Decimals

18

Blockchain

Ethereum(ERC-20)

Team

30,000,000

Partners

10,000,000

Marketing

10,000,000

Event and Reserve

10,000,000
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ETM ROADMAP

2021.1Q

2021.2Q

2021.3Q

•

ETM token issuance

•

Listing on domestic exchanges

•

DAPP 2nd advancement

•

ETM DAPP Beta Open

•

Buyback

•

Start ETM DeFi/Staking service

•

ETM WHITEPAPER open

2021.4Q

•

Expansion and additional

2022.1Q

•

overseas exchanges

establishment of a large
Ethereum mining site in Korea
•

Additional listing on domestic and

•

Buyback

Buyback
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LEGAL NOTICE
Disclaimer Customer Confirmation (Check)
If a prospective customer wants to purchase cryptocurrency, he or she shall check for himself or
herself for violations of relevant laws or legal regulations in his or her country of residence before
making a purchase decision, and check for himself or herself for available exchange, control and
discipline. The ETM Foundation shall not be responsible for any problems that arise, stating that the
purchasers are responsible for the outcome of the purchase. Customers who purchase (acquire) and
sell and distribute in illegal and unjustifiable ways may be warned and sanctioned and may be
restricted from future purchases and use of the platform.
The information contained in this whitepaper may be incomplete and does not contain any elements
of legal or contractually binding relationship. And it shall not be used for investment related
documents or purposes. Customers shall make judgments or decisions within the limits permitted by
applicable laws and regulations. For indirect, special, incidental, consequential, tort, contracts and
others (return, or loss) related to the results determined by the customer, the management,
executives, and employees of the Foundation are not responsible and shall not bear the
responsibility. In addition, responsibility for loss due to loss of security devices (security key,
biometric authentication) due to customer carelessness, natural disasters, national policy changes,
force majeure, etc. shall not be transferred to the Foundation or employees, and the Foundation is
responsible for such loss.
The Foundation (ETM) will endeavor to utilize and develop the platform, but shall not be responsible
for damage or loss (password, mnemonic code, terminal) due to customer's inexperience, and notify
that platforms can be newly supplemented, changed or modified to comply with cryptocurrency
regulations and related laws.
Global cryptocurrency regulations, rules, and investigations in the country may affect or prohibit
future operations, and customers purchasing tokens may change or modify their corporate strategy
or platform to comply with new and relevant regulations. In addition, the management, executives,
and employees of the Foundation shall not be legally liable for any loss incurred by the relevant legal
action.
Individual tokens (P2P) or buyers through exchanges shall fully understand the functions related to
cryptocurrency and consider the risks and weaknesses of the purchase. Therefore, if you do not have
experience or expertise in cryptocurrency purchase, you have to carefully judge and decide regarding
the purchase. We recommend that you refrain from purchasing if you do not fully understand the risk
factors associated with the purchase or whitepaper. If necessary, you shall seek assistance
(consultation) from the relevant experts or purchase knowing that there is a risk, and the loss caused
by the purchase is entirely the responsibility of the purchaser, and the management, executives, and
employees of the Foundation are not liable and shall not be transferred of the responsibility.
Risk factors
Losses from token purchases can occur. It is recommended to fully understand the contents of the
whitepaper in purchasing or utilizing it, and to purchase it after consulting with a lawyer, an
accountant, and a tax expert, if necessary.
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LEGAL NOTICE
Disclaimer Customer Confirmation (Check)
Security and Safety

The ETM WALLET can be accessed through the user's password, mnemonic code, biometric
information, etc., and shall be used in a safe place. Important information such as password and
mnemonic code shall not be exposed. When a user's key (password, mnemonic code) is exposed to
another person or lost, cryptocurrency may be lost and shall not be restored. When you want to use
ETM WALLET, you shall go through the registration process for your own password and mnemonic
code biometric authentication, and no one can change it after authentication. The management,
executives, and employees of the Foundation are not responsible for any problems for not adding
these security authentication functions. In addition, special care shall be taken as cryptocurrencies
that have been stolen or transmitted incorrectly shall not be recovered. This is because in the
blockchain, the majority of processing authority shall not be reversed without control or consent. In
other words, once a transaction is recorded on the blockchain, it is generally irreversible.
Stay up-to-date with your program
Customers using the ETM platform or Wallet shall update when they are requested to update
program. The reason is that we are continuously researching and developing to improve platform
functionality such as service-specific and convenient technologies for token use, so it may not be
available due to a program error if not updated. The foundation will continue to improve various
platform service technologies and functions through continuous development and update of new
functions. We state that this convenient and diverse technology development and application may
significantly change the technology and services of implementing the platform in the future, but
some functions may not meet the customer's needs.
Policy change
The ETM Foundation will do its best to provide mining and exchange services around the world using
tokens as a major cryptocurrency tool within the platform service, but it may proceed differently
from the related goals or strategies depending on liquidity stability, etc. In addition, we will do our
best to ensure that the operating target platform technology and services described in the
whitepaper proceed as planned, but we notified that it may be postponed or changed depending on
circumstances. Tokens can fluctuate greatly in value depending on market demand. This may be due
to various technical factors such as supply and mining quantity, value fluctuations according to
demand, cryptocurrency market conditions, changes in legal regulations and policies due to political
and geographic reasons, and environmental disruption. Tokens will be traded and distributed
through ETM WALLET, and can be traded through the exchange in the future. However, it may not be
safely transferred or may be discontinued due to unexpected malfunctions, natural disasters, and
control of the country.
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